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ZZap MS10 Coin Counting Scale DB075
Counts up to 3kg of coins. Light duty   View Product 

 Code : DB075

  
 49% OFF   Sale 

£208.77

£106.43 / exc vat
£127.72 / inc vat
 

Select Shipping Method

 - 2-3 Working Days Delivery

 

Notes :
 - Please check door entry sizes before ordering.
 - Delivery is made to kerbside only.
 - Drivers do not unpack or position goods.
 - A 25% restocking charge will apply for all returned goods.

Streamline your cash handling operation with the
ZZap MS10 coin counting scale.

Able to count over 900 pre-sorted coins, coin bags and
coin rolls in under a second, this money counter
guarantees incredibly fast and precise performance,
improving the efficiency of your cashing up process while
preventing human error from affecting your accuracy.

Size
Unit Height Width Depth

Mm 81 184 80

Cm 8.1 18.4 8

Inches
(approx)

3 7 3

 Counts coins for GBP, EUR, USD & CAD. Option to

calibrate 1 additional currency.

 Counts over 900 pre-sorted coins in less than a

second

 Calibrate your own cash drawer coin cups

 Battery or mains powered (batteries not included)

 Counts up to 3kg of coins

 Add function to add different counting results together

 Export counting results to a PC. Printer compatible.

 Counts tokens, vouchers, chips, tickets, etc.

 Easy to update software to count new coins

 Register at www.zzap.com within 30 days to claim

3rd year of warranty

Material : Metal & Plastic
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